A new era in Technology athletics was inaugurated at a meeting of the 1920 track squad, March 1. A good majority of those present declared to Cornell the men must give
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\begin{align*}
\text{ Vote practically unanimous. } \\
\text{ Every man but one, who, because of financial difficulties could not ad- } \\
\text{ here in the rules, voted to train along the lines advised, from March 22 to } \\
\text{ May 21. Practically all, however, } \\
\text{ excepted their exceptions of going to } \\
\text{ the Junior Prom and the manage- } \\
\text{ ment has decided to let them do so in } \\
\text{ the same manner. Any other infringement of } \\
\text{ training rules will warrant dismissal } \\
\text{ from the squad. The freshmen will } \\
\text{ make up the 1920 track squad and } \\
\text{ the Jarves men must give } \\
\text{ a vote. Before the balloting, advan- } \\
\text{ tions raised and Kanaly asked for } \\
\text{ convictions. There were no other ob- } \\
\text{ spectations raised and Kanady asked for } \\
\text{ the Prom would feel entitled to a hol- } \\
\text{ er threw their men just before time } \\
\text{ had a vote.} \\
\end{align*}

The Summary:

\begin{align*}
\text{115-lb. class. Won by Foster, Tech, by } \\
\text{ Tech, by fall from Williams, Dartmouth. Time 1 min. 55 } \\
\text{ seconds.} \\
\text{125-lb. class. Won by McFarland, TVC, by } \\
\text{ fall from Williams, Dartmouth. Time 1 min. 47 } \\
\text{ seconds.} \\
\text{135-lb. class. Won by McFarland, TVC, by } \\
\text{ fall from Williams, Dartmouth. Time 1 min. 54 } \\
\text{ seconds.} \\
\text{145-lb. class. Won by Butler, Tech, by } \\
\text{ fall from Sommerton, Dartmouth. Time 1 min. 58 } \\
\text{ seconds.} \\
\text{158-lb. class. Won by Rahman, Dart- } \\
\text{ Moore, by fall from Sommerton, Dart- } \\
\text{ mouth, by fall from Briggs, Tech. Timef } \\
\text{175-lb. class. Won by Russell, Tech, } \\
\text{ by fall from Scammoncl, Dartmouth. Time 2 min. 21 } \\
\text{ seconds.} \\
\text{200-lb. class. Won by Butler, Tech, by } \\
\text{ decision from Williams, Dartmouth. Time 2 min. 30 } \\
\text{ seconds.} \\
\text{225-lb. class. Won by Williams, Dart- } \\
\text{ mouth, by decision from Peters, Tech. Time 2 min. 45 } \\
\text{ seconds.} \\
\text{250-lb. class. Won by Butler, Tech, by } \\
\text{ decision from Williams, Dartmouth. Time 3 min. 15 } \\
\text{ seconds.} \\
\end{align*}
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